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The following theorem is proved: Ifp and q are distinct primes of the form 
4n+1,and(p~q)=1,thenx2-pqyarepresents-lif(p/q)~=(q~p)~=--1; 
p if 62 Iph = -(p Id, = 1; 4 if (p I q), = -(q I oh = 1. If (P I d4 = 
(q 1 p), = 1, there are examples with any of the three being represented. 
If p and q are distinct primes of the form 4n + 1, then x2 - pqy2 
represents one and only one of - 1, p, and q [3]. If (p 1 q) = - 1, then 
- 1 is represented, but if (p ( q) = 1, both ambiguous classes lie in the 
principal genus. We shall prove: 
THEOREM. If p and q are distinct primes of the form 4n + 1, and 
(p(q)= 1, then x2-pqya represents -1 if(pIq)4=(q(p)4= -1; 
P if(qlpL= -(pIqL= 1; qif(pIq),= -(qlpL= 1. If(q/~)~= 
(p 1 q)4 = 1, there are examples with any of the three being represented. 
In this article, if (p 1 q) = 1, we write (p I q)4 = 1 or -1 to indicate 
thatp is or is not a fourth-power residue of q. We make use of the following 
interesting result, due to K. Burde (see [l]): 
LEMMAS. If p=a2+b2, q=c2+d2, a=c=l, b-d=0 
(mod 2), ab > 0, cd > 0, p and q are primes, and (p ] q) = 1, then 
(P I qh (4 I PL = (-lYP-1)/4 (ad - bc I PI. 
LEMMA 2. Zf x2 - pqy2 represents p, then (q ( P)~ = 1; if x2 - pqy2 
represents q, then (p I q)4 = 1. 
Proof. Suppose t2 - pqu2 = p; then t is odd, u is even, and 
[pqu/2, t, u/2] is a form of discriminant p, so that ((u/2) I p) = 1. Writing 
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t = mp, we have m”p - qu2 = 1, so that qu2 = - 1 (mod p). Hence 
(4 I P)~ = (--4(u/2)2 I P)~ = (-1 I PL (2 I ~W4/4 I P) = 1, since ifp is of 
the form 4n + 1, then (- 1 I P)~ = (2 1 p). Analogously, if x2 - pqy2 
represents q, then (p 1 q)4 = 1. 
LEMMA 3. If x2 - pqy2 represents -1 and (p 1 q) = 1, then there 
exist integers a, b, c, and d such thatp = a2 + b2, q = c2 + d2, a E c = 1, 
b=d-O(mod2),ab>O,cd>O,and(ad-bcIp)=(2lp). 
Proof. Suppose t2 - pqu2 = - 1. The form [pqu, 2t, U] has deter- 
minant 1, so by a result of Cantor [2], the class of [l, 0, -pq] contains 
a form [r, 2s, -r]. This class primitively represents 2s, so (2s I p) = 1, 
pq = r2 + s2, r is odd, and s is even. Writing p = a2 + b2, q = c2 + d2, 
where a = c = 1, b = d G 0 (mod 2), we have, for some suitable choice 
of sign, (2 I p) = (s I p) = (ad f bc I p). But (ad - bc)(ad + bc) = 
pd2 - b2(c2 + d2) 3 -b2q (modp), and(qIp)=l,sothat(ad-bcIp)= 
(ad + bc I p). Hence we may choose ab > 0 and cd > 0, and our 
conclusion follows. 
LEMMA 4. Zf x2 - pqy2 represents -1, then (p I q)4 = (q I P)~ . 
Proof. If x2 - pqy2 represents - 1, then by Lemma 3, there exist 
integers a, b, c, and d such that p = a2 + b2, q = c2 + d2, a E c = 1, 
b-d=0 (mod 2), ab>O, cd>O, and (ad-bcIp)=(2jp). By 
Lemma 1, we then have (p I q)4 (q 1 p), = (-l)(e-1)/4 (2 ] p), which is 
easily seen to be 1 for p of the form 4n + 1. The desired conclusion 
follows from this. 
Proof of the Theorem. By Lemma 4, if x2 - pqy2 represents - 1, 
then (p ( q)4 = (q I P)~ . By Lemma 2, if q is represented, (p 1 q)4 = 1, 
and if p is represented, (q I P)~ = 1. The first sentence of the theorem is 
immediate from these statements and from the fact that one and only one of 
- 1, p, and q is represented. As for the last sentence, (p I 5), = (5 I P)~ = 1 
forp = 101, 181, and 461; however, x2 - Spy2 represents 5, 181, and -1, 
respectively. 
The conditions of representation of p (or q) appear in the body of an 
article by A. Scholz [4], not in the title. He uses class field theory methods. 
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